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ABSTRACT
We use the information from low temperature PLE spectra measured on a set of samples with
different degree of order for an investigation of the correlation between the order dependent
valence band splitting and band gap reduction. The experimental values are compared with
predictions from recent ab initio band structure calculations.
Moreover, we show how the low temperature optical properties of ordered GaInP 2 are related to the microstructure of the material. We find a close correlation between the size
of the ordered domains and the relative intensity of the intrinsic PL-peak from excitonic
recombination compared with the rapidly shifting, below band-gap luminescence emission.

PART I: BAND-GAP REDUCTION AND VALENCE-BAND SPLITTING
OF ORDERED GAINP
The phenomenon of spontaneous long-range ordering in several III-V zincblende semicon-

ductors has been studied by a number of groups both experimentally and theoretically. In
the case of GaInP 2 , the ordered state is represented by the CuPtB structure. Growing the
material by metal organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) offers a wide range of growth conditions that result in different values of the order parameter 77.' Crystal ordering strongly
affects the electronic properties of GaInP 2. Order-dependent band-gap reduction (BGR)
and valence-band splitting (VBS) have been predicted theoretically [1] and demonstrated
experimentally [2, 3].
The first quantitative theoretical predictions of VBS and BGR for perfect ordering in GaInP 2
were published in 1989 [1, 4]. Nevertheless, there are very few experiments published that
allow us to determine simultaneously the BGR and VBS of a series of samples with varying
order parameter. This is mainly because the results of optical spectroscopy on ordered
GaInP 2 samples show some unusual features, which are the subject of a series of papers
[5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. (1) It has been pointed out early [5] that low-temperature photoluminescence
spectroscopy (PL) is not able to yield precise values for the band-gap energy because either
the PL spectrum consists of several peaks that are not yet understood, or the PL peak
1
The order parameter of GaInP 2 is defined by the composition of the alternating Ga-rich and In-rich
monolayers: Ordered material consists of a sequence of layers (Gal+, 7Inl_,7P 2 ) and (Gal-,Inl+,7P 2) oriented
perpendicularly to a [111J-direction.
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moves with varying excitation density and shows an extremely large Stokes shift. (2) On
the other hand, even photoluminescence excitation spectroscopy (PLE) was unable to yield a
precise measure of the band-gap of ordered samples, because no sharp excitonic maxima were
detected. This latter phenomenon was attributed to an inhomogeneity in order parameter
77 within the samples [10].
We present a study of the correlation between BGR and VBS based on low-temperature
PLE spectra. The high quality of our samples results in clearly resolved excitonic maxima of
both valence band edges and allows for a direct determination of the splitting in the valence
band and the excitonic transition energy of a series of samples. These data are compared
with recent band structure calculations by Wei, Mider, and Zunger [1, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15].
We have grown a series of samples of bulk GaInP 2 by means of low-pressure MOVPE, as
described in more detail in [9]. The degree of ordering is influenced by varying the growth

temperature between 660 0 C and 840°C, the substrate misorientation (60 -* [1111A and
60, 100, 15' --+ [111]B), and the growth rate (0.5.. .2.0 pm/h). The V/III ratio was kept
constant at 240. As can be seen in table 1, the order parameters cover the range from
77= 0.0 to 7qP 0.55.
Sample
No.

Substrate

T9
[°C]

E.
[eV]

AEvBs
[meV]

77

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

60 -* [111]A
60 - [111]A
60 -* [l11A
6' -* [111]A
15' - [111]B
6V • [111]A
6V -- [111A]
6V - [111]A
6' - [111]B
100 + [111]B
6 -* [111]B
6' -- [111]B
60 -+ [111]B
6' - [1111B
60 -* [1111B

840

2.007

0

0.0

810
750
720
690
690
660
660
750
690
720
690

2.009
1.988
1.976
1.973
1.973
1.973
1.971
1.957
1.916
1.914
1.893

0
3.5
6.9
7.6
10.0
11.0
11.8
11.3
21.0
21.7
26.5

0.0
0.23
0.23
0.24
0.28
0.30
0.31
0.32
0.43
0.44
0.49

660

1.886

26.8

0.50

690

1.885

27.7

0.51

660

1.879

29.5

0.54

13
14

15

Table 1: Samples of bulk GaInP 2
used in this work. Substrate misorientation and growth temperature
T. have been varied to obtain different order parameters q7. The measured (and corrected) values of E,
and AEVBS are given in column 5
and 6. 77is calculated from AEVBS
using equations 1 and 2.

Fig. 1 shows typical PLE spectra from an ordered sample. Two absorption maxima are
clearly resolved. As described in the figure caption they show the expected dependence on
the polarization of the incident light. The spectra, which are all taken at T = 2K, allow
us to determine the parameters E. and AEvBS with an uncertainty of less than 1 meV,
E,, being the k = 0 transition energy of the free (heavy-hole-like) exciton (correlated with
the upper valence band, FV5 ), and AEvBs being the energy separation between that latter
exciton and the one that is formed with the lower valence band Fy (2) (light-hole-like).
The measured values of E, and AEVBS can be influenced by compositional fluctuations from
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sample to sample due to (1) the band-gap dependence on composition, and (2) the influence
of strain on the band-edges. This uncertainty has been eliminated by measuring the lattice
mismatch between each of the films and the GaAs-substrate by means of high-resolution
X-ray diffractometry (room temperature). In each case, the lattice mismatch was found to
be below 10'. Using a theoretical correlation between lattice mismatch and band-gap as
calculated by Krijn [16], we have determined the correction on E, for a fictitious composition
of XGa = 0.520. This is the composition used by most other authors. The strain effect on
AEVBwS due to a deviation from the strain-free composition has also been corrected. This
has been done by applying a perturbative calculation method as used in [13].
Table 1 and Fig. 2 contain values of E, and AEvBs after correction.
Moreover, the measured parameters E, and EVrS are possibly influenced by a variation of
the excitonic binding energy Eb' with 77,and a difference in E" for the two excitons formed
with the upper and the lower valence bands. We have recently calculated the conduction
band and valence band effective masses m* in GaInP 2 as a function of the order parameter
using an eight-band k.p model [17]. The effective masses are found to be anisotropic between
the directions parallel and perpendicular to the ordering axes (i.e. [111] or [11I]). Using
the m* obtained in [17], we applied a variational method [18] to calculate exciton binding
energies for the heavy-hole-like (hh) and the light-hole-like (lh) bands. We find that (1)
EBI for both exciton states only varies by about 1 meV with q/. The calculated values are:
EB"(q = 0) = 6.2meV, E"(9 = 1) = 5.3meV. (2) The difference in Ee between the two
excitons is very small (•-, 0.1 meV), because m* along the ordering direction is heavier for
the hh states and, on the other hand, in the plane perpendicular to the ordering direction,
is heavier for the lh states, and the mass anisotropy is relatively small for the conduction
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band (which has lighter mass than the valence bands).
Both results (1) and (2) show that the measured paramters E., and AEVBS can be used as a
valuable measure for the band-gap energy EG and the valence-band splitting, respectively,
without being corrected for exciton binding energy effects. We therefore set E. = E. in the
following.
Fig. 2 shows a plot of the (composition corrected) values of E. and AEvBs of the samples
listed in table 1. The dotted and dashed lines represent theoretical predictions by Wei,
Mader, and Zunger [12, 13, 14, 15]. They are calculated using the following equations:
E
Eg(7) = E('=°) - AE-1,=.
AEvBs(77) = E1 () - E 2 (77).

1

2

(1)

The valence-band maxima E1 and E2 can be calculated as a function of q by means of the
formulas given in [12]:
E1 =

I(AO+AcF)

((AO + AcF) 2 -

E2 =

8tAoACF)

(2)

,

with the spin-orbit splitting and crystal-field splitting parameters Ao and ACF. These
parameters also depend quadratically on q; values for n = 0 and q = 1 for both parameters
are given in [12]. Elimination of q?in equations 1 leads to the correlation between Eg and
AEVBS that is used in Fig. 2.
As discussed in [12], the crystal-field splitting parameter A(1=) depends on whether the
rhombohedral distortion along [111] of the ordered CuPt structure is relaxed (rhombohedral
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structure, A() = 310meV) or unrelaxed (cubic structure, coherent with the (100) GaAssubstrate, A(' = 200 meV). It can be seen in Fig. 2 that the dotted line, which is plotted
for a relaxed structure, lies clearly above the data points. This suggests that the ordered
material is realized as a cubic layer (unrelaxed), i.e. the epitaxial film is grown in coherence
with the substrate. This is in good agreement with results from diffractometry. The other
theoretical curves, as well as our fit, therefore assume
= 200 meV.
The calculations by Wei and Zunger lead to a maximum band-gap reduction of AzŽE(• =
320 meV. More recent calculations by Mider and Zunger, however, gave AE(') = 490 meV.
Curves corresponding to both values (represented by the dashed (Wei) and the dash-dotted
(M~ider) lines) are compared with our data in Fig. 2. Because both theoretical values
do not yield exact agreement with the experimental data, we have used the correlation
EG = f(AEvBs), as given by equations 1 and 2, to fit the paramter A1E"). The best fit was
achieved with A.E1() = 471 meV ± 12 meV, represented by the solid line in Fig. 2. Thus the
ratio AE(1)/Ak, which is independent of the exact value of A')., is found to be 2.36±0.06.
This result suggests that the more recent theoretical value of AEG( = 490 meV is more close
to experiment than the earlier value. Moreover, we point out that the value calculated by
Kurimoto and Hamada [4] is definitely too low. These authors predicted a total band-gap
reduction of 150 meV for perfectly ordered GaInP 2.
Previously, the theoretical prediction of BGR and VBS of ordered GaInP 2 has been compared [13] with experimental results by Alonso et al. [19]. If we fit the function EG = f (AEvBs)
used above to these data, we get a value of AŽE(1) = 406 meV ± 28 meV. It can be seen
from the higher variance that these data are much more influenced by scattering than ours.
Especially, the data points from stronger ordered samples scatter considerably, which makes
the extrapolation to perfect ordering (r = 1) very difficult. Moreover, Alonso et al. had
to use a fitting procedure to evaluate the band-gap values from their reflectance spectra,
a procedure that may introduce systematic errors. Note that our data are based directly
on the measured PLE spectra, without any numerical treatment of the data (except from
composition correction).

PART II: CORRELATION BETWEEN THE MICROSTRUCTURE OF ORDERED
GAINP AND ITS PHOTOLUMINESCENCE PROPERTIES
In this chapter, we want to focus on some properties of ordered GaInP 2 which are not
yet fully understood in terms of the microstructure of the ordered alloy. In particular,
low-temperature photoluminescence (PL) spectra of this material are dominated by a peak
that comes from below-band-gap transitions (10... 50meV below the fundamental band
gap) and moves to higher emission energy with increasing excitation intensity ("moving"
emission). Previous work [5, 6- 7, 8, 20, 9] has established the following facts about this PL
feature. (1) It is not due to usual donor or acceptor states (impurities) with well-defined
binding energies, because (a) its dependence on excitation intensity is much stronger than
expected for a donor- or acceptor-related optical transition [21, 22], and (b) it vanishes with
decreasing order parameter [9], although an impurity would also appear in the disordered
material. (2) There is no absorption of light in the energy range of the moving emission.
Instead, PLE spectra monitored with detection energies positioned at the moving emission
23
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show the same band-edge as those monitored on the free exciton [9]. (3) The lifetime of the
moving emission is extremely long and depends strongly on the detection energy [6, 7, 9].
(4) With increasing temperature, the moving emission first shifts to higher energy, then loses
intensity compared with the direct band-gap PL, and finally disappears completely [5, 20].
At room temperature, only direct band-band recombination is observed, as expected from
any semiconductor with a direct band-gap.
On the other hand, transmission electron miscroscopy (TEM) studies have shown that the
microstructure of ordered GaInP 2 often consists of domains of ordered material, embedded
in a more disordered matrix [23, 24]. The size of the ordered domains seen in dark-field
images stongly depends on growth conditions and may range from 10 nm up to 1pym (lateral
width) [25, 26].
The aim of this investigation is to show (1) how the domain size depends on the growth
temperature, which is the only growth parameter varied here, and (2) that there is a close
correlation between the average domain size in an ordered sample and its optical properties
as measured by low-temperature PL and excitation spectroscopy (PLE).

Experimental
We have grown a series of four samples of bulk GaInP 2 by means of low-pressure MOVPE,
described in more detail in [9]. The degree of ordering was controlled by varying the growth
temperature between 630 'C and 750 °C. Each sample was grown on a (100) GaAs-substrate
misoriented 6' off towards [111]B. The growth rate was 2.0pm/h at a V/III ratio of 240.
The layer thickness of each sample is 2 pm.
The TEM-investigations have been performed using [011] cross-section slides. The slides
have been prepared by gluing two GaInP surfaces together (in a stack of Si wafer pieces for
better stability). Discs with a thickness of 500 pm were cut perpendicularly to the layers and
mechanically polished to a thickness of 100jpm. Then, hemispherical dimpels were created
on the glue line by means of a rotating copper wheel (dimpler). A second chemical polishing
was carried out in a solution of H2 SO 4 : H20 2 : H2 0 (3:1:1) for 60s at a temperature of
43 *C. Finally, the slides were thinned in an Ar+-beam at the temperature of liquid nitrogen.
The images have been taken with the electron-beam oriented along the crystal's [011]direction, with a spot size on the sample of about 1jpm for diffraction patterns and 5 pm for
dark-field images. The dark-field images have been taken using the 1(3I1)-reflex, because
the ½(11l)-reflex yielded images with a poor contrast caused by some background intensity
of the direct beam.
Optical measurements were performed using an argon ion laser operated in multiline mode
(with main laser lines at 488nm and 514nm) for PL and a tunable dye laser filled with
DCM (available wavelength range: 610... 700 nm) for PLE. Luminescence was dispersed by
an 0.85 m double monochromator and detected by a cooled InGaAs photomultiplier.
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(a)

Tg 630°C

(b)

Tg 660°C

(c)
Tg = 6900 C

(d)
Tg= 750 0 C

100

fnM

Figure 3: TED patterns (left) and DF-TEM images (right) of the samples grown
at 630 -C, 660-C, 690'C, and 750°C. The superlattice spot that has been used
to create the dark-field images is marked by a white circle in Fig. (c), left. The
superspot labels in this image, however, differ from those used in the text. In the
figure, we use the denominations common in electron microscopy that assume a [110]
cross-section slide of a sample with a (001) growth direction.
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Results
Fig. 3 shows the diffraction pattern (left) and the dark-field images (right) obtained from the
four samples grown at 630°C, 660°C, 690'C, and 750°C. Each of the diffraction pattern
shows clear superlattice spots of only one ordering variant, as to be expected from the
chosen substrate misorientation. The main feature of the series of DF-TEM pictures on the
right of Fig. 3 is the important change in domain size with varying growth temperature.
The order domains are extended in a direction almost parallel to a (111)-plane in the case of
samples (c) and (d), and are nearly parallel to the growth-direction in samples (a) and (b).
The lateral domain size varies systematically from about 10 nm in sample (a) to -• 500 nm
in sample (d) (Fig. 4).
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Now we turn to the optical data obtained from these samples. Fig. 5 shows both PL (dashed)
and PLE spectra (solid), taken at T = 2 K. All spectra are plotted on the same energy scale
to enable a direct comparison of peak energies and linewidths. The PL spectra are taken
with an excitation intensity of 5 W/cm 2 .
The samples grown at 750°C and 690 0C (samples (c) and (d)) show two PL peaks. The
low-energy (LE) PL peak of both samples moves to higher emission energies with increasing
excitation intensity (by 5.0 meV/decade (c) and by 1.3 meV/decade (d)), whereas the highenergy (HE) peak is stationary. The linewidths of the HE peaks are 6.8 meV and 5.0 meV
for samples (c) and (d), respectively, and the linewidths of the LE peaks are 10.7 meV (c)
and 8.5 meV (d). In sample (d) the HE peak is dominant, whereas this peak is quite weak in
sample (c). The PLE spectra A and B are monitored at the positions indicated by arrows,
respectively. Excitonic absorption resonances correlated with both valence-band edges are
clearly resolved in samples (d) and (c); their energetic positions are indicated by dash-dotted
lines. Comparison of PL and PLE spectra points to the fact that the HE peak represents
the intrinsic (excitonic) band-band recombination (the Stokes-Shifts for samples (c) and (d)
are 8.8 meV and 4.5 meV, respectively). The origin of the (moving) LE peaks, on the other
hand, is still unclear.
We now turn to samples (a) and (b), grown at lower temperatures. Here the (excitonic)
HE emission vanishes and the single 15 - 17meV broad PL line shows all the features
of the above-mentioned LE peak: It moves with increasing exciation intensity, it shows
long, detection energy dependent liftetimes, and it shows the inverted-S behavior [9]. PLE
spectra, detected at the peak maximum and at the low energy flank, show smoothly rising
flanks without sharp excitonic maxima. Nevertheless, the separation of the two valence-band
edges can be estimated (cf. the dash-dotted lines).
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So far, we conclude that the PL intensity of the intrinsic HE luminescence peak compared
with the LE peak decreases with decreasing domain size (cf. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4), and even
vanishes completely at a critical domain size (lying between 30 nm and 150 nm).
However, it could be argued that the extinction of the intrinsic recombination in some samples could be due to a poor overall sample quality, e.g. high impurity concentrations, rather
than the domain size. Therefore, we have made the following experiment on sample (c): It
can be seen from Fig. 3 (c, right) that the size of the ordered domains varies throughout
the layer. It is largest near the sample surface (top), and becomes smaller closer to the
substrate (bottom). We have etched part of the epilayer to different depths on four different
pieces of this sample and repeated the PL measurements on the leftover material. Etching
was done by a low-damage ECR-RIE dry-etching process using an Ar/CC12F 2 gas mixture,

as described in detail in [27]. The etching rate was 34 nm/min.
Fig. 6 shows the result. The amplitude of the LE peak is normalized to unity in each of
the spectra, and each spectrum is plotted on the same y-axis. Thus, the relative quantum
efficiency of the direct (excitonic) recombination can be directly seen in the intensity of the
HE-peak. The peak ratio, as determined from spectra (a) to (e) of Fig. 6 by integrating
the areas under the peaks, is plotted against the remaining layer thickness d in Fig. 7.
We attribute the decrease of the relative quantum efficiency of the direct recombination
with decreasing layer thickness to a decrease of the average domain size in the epilayer
under investigation, in analogy with the above-described results from different samples with
different domain sizes.

Discussion
We conclude from these experiments that the indirect transition in ordered GaInP is correlated with the domain size as determined by TEM dark-field images. In this section, we
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discuss different possible explanations for the indirect transitions based on the experimental
evidence gathered so far.
(1) Some experiments on orderd GaInP have been interpreted by assuming a variation in
order parameter through the sample volume [10, 28] together with a type-II band-offset
between regions of different degrees of order [29, 30, 6, 7, 31, 32]. This situation leads
to a localization of photoexcited electrons in domains of higher order parameter, whereas
holes tend to relax into regions of lower order parameter. Indirect recombination processes
between these spacially separated regions give rise to luminescence with photon energies
below the fundamental band-gap. This scenario is consistent with all the reported features
of the low energy emission, such as long lifetimes, absence of absorption, and shift to higher
energy with increasing carrier density (due to a saturation of the transitions) [9].
Our experiments on the domain size also support this interpretation. If we assume that
the domains that can be seen in the dark-field images differ slightly in their degree of
order, then we expect indirect transitions to occur at domain boundaries. As the density
of domain boundaries in the volume increases with decreasing domain size, we expect the
indirect transition to become more important. This is actually observed. For very small
domains (exciton diffusion radius or smaller), we do not even have a well-defined band-gap
any more, which explains th absence of the HE peak and the smeared-out PLE spectrum
of our samples grown at 660'C and 630 0 C. However, we cannot directly prove that the
LE peak comes from domain boundaries using the experiments described above. This is
currently being investigated. It is also possible that there are order parameter variations on
a length scale different from the one seen in the domain images. Then, however, this length
scale is different in the four samples investigated here, in similarity with the domain sizes.
(2) In two recent theoretical papers, Mider and Zunger report on the effects of clustering
on the optical properties of III-V alloys [14, 15]. Besides a band-gap reduction, the authors
predict (in the case of GaLnP 2 ) a type-IL-like band-alignment between Ga-rich and In-rich
clusters. According to these calculations, the electron wave-functions should be localized
on Ga-rich sites, whereas holes are localized on In-rich regions. These clusters are therefore
able to act as isolectronic traps for both electrons and holes. These traps are likely to occur
with varying "binding energy." They provide another possible explanation for trapping and
separation of electrons and holes and subsequent spatially indirect transition.
2000nm

1700nm

750nm

570nm

280nm

1.84
1.88
1.84
1.88
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1.88
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Figure 6: PL spectra of the sample grown at 690 'C, after etching down a part of
the epilayer. The PL of the as-grown sample is shown in Fig. (a). The remaining
thickness d of the layers after etching is given in each figure.
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If clustering is the explanation of the moving low-energy emission, we have to conclude from
our experiments that (a) clusters are located at domain boundaries, or (b) their volume
density in different samples is correlated with the domain size. This would have to be
explained by the thermodynamics of the growth process which control both the size of
ordered domains and the occurance of compositional fluctuctuations, i.e. clusters.
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